Congenic strains are essential tools in biomedical research that allow reduction of genetic variability as they are identical at all genetic loci except for one; that differing locus is usually the transgene or knockout region of interest. The traditional, random backcrossing methods takes up to 2.5 year and 10 generations to produce a congenic strain. Selectively breeding individuals containing more of the recipient genome from each generation allows for accelerated congenic strain production. Those animals carrying the locus of interest with the highest percentage of recipient versus donor strain DNA are preferentially bred. Genetic markers mapped to specific locations on each chromosome are used to evaluate strain--specific genomic polymorphism. The MAX--BAXZ technology uses mouse single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) panel, composed of 384 carefully selected SNP markers. It was designed to maximize polymorphism between common inbred strains and provide even coverage of the mouse genome. Markers are spaced at approximately 7 Mbp intervals, and about half of the markers will be polymorphic between any inbred or outbred strains, allowing the same panel to be used for any donor and recipient strains. The testing for the 384 SNP marker panel is performed on a microarray platform using robust fluorescence--based SNP genotyping assays. Results yield a defined analysis of the genome in question, and a preferred breeding rank is determined for all test individuals. The entire genome is analyzed at each generation, which may make unexpected genetic variation or breeding errors easier to detect.
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